Contribution of thermoregulation and supplementation in treatment organic psychosyndrome – Case report
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Organic psychosyndrome in recent years increasing.
Case report: patient age of 70 years due to forgetfulness, confusion, slurred speech, increased blood pressure and increased blood glucose, included in the follow up study of patients with Diabetes Mellitus. After recording the blood analyzer – non-invasive method was applied thermoregulation and supplementation preparations, Planet Health /4, 36, 54, 80/, obligations of the diet without animal protein, by methods of conventional medicine and therapy/laboratory analysis, Doppler sonography, finding of diabetologist, hypoglycemics, antihypertensive. After three months, the control of an objective and subjective state recorded a significant improvement. The patient does not show signs of forgetfulness, confusion, speech is completely good, glycemias has a tendency to reference values and blood pressure as confirmed by the findings of diabetologists. The contribution of thermoregulation and supplementation preparations, Planet Health, methods and therapy with conventional medicine, taking into account the magnetic and electromagnetic environmental influences, in our patient was significant in her recovery.
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